
Kwik Kopy Canberra  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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I ordered our business cards and everything went smoothly thank you

 Meliss  - Receptionist

14/12/2019Great service, helpful staff

I needed some stickers for work with our logo on them and Kwik Kopy were able to edit the 
logo to fit perfectly. They also had it to me within a week! The staff are lovely to deal with too. I 
recommend them highly!

 AmandaP  - Research Officer

13/08/2019Fast and Friendly

We have used Kwik Kopy Canberra twice now, both times with an urgent deadline (as usual!).  
They are wonderful: so helpful, very quick, responsive, professional and definitely going above and 
beyond to help us with what is our problem, not theirs, after all!  We will not be going anywhere 
else now for our copying and printing. Thanks KK Canberra, you’re great!

 LisM  - Manager

15/08/2019Great service and quality items

The business cards I ordered  were ready within a week.

 Bailey16  - Field Officer

15/08/2019
Kwik Kopy Canberra was always in contact 
with me

Great to have a local printer with account facilities

 KFrank  - Marketing & Comms Manager

14/08/2019Narelle is great :)

Kwik Kopy Canberra
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sponsors banner, fantastic product in a short turn around,

 Nickname 1234  - Football Operation Manager

14/05/2019Banner for sponsors

We contacted Kwik Kopy in Canberra for some printing of training material that we required 
within a tight time frame.  Their customer service was courteous and warming from my initial 
phone call, through various emails and to completion of the job.  We received the printing by 
our deadline - it was very professionally prepared and of high quality, which was important to us 
in our presentation to our client.The staff were very helpful and prompt throughout the process 
which made it a breeze.We will certainly be contacting Kwik Kopy again for any future printing 
needs that arise.

 TinaJov  - Office Manager

13/05/2019Courteous, professional and efficient service!

Always a pleasure to deal with Narelle and the team, nothing is ever too much trouble.

 Liz01  - Project Support

10/12/2018My go to for printing

I regularly use Kwik Kopy in the Canberra city and Narelle is just an absolute gem. I have never 
had a delay in printing, it is affordable and the service is top-notch!

 Claudia  - Digital Marketing Executive

10/09/2018Narelle is a super star!

I have used the service a number of times and it has been excellent each 
time.

 Bowlers  - Executive Officer

14/10/2018Repeated expert service“ ”
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We do not have many requirements on an annual basis, but do have an important annual dinner, 
for which we produce invitations and programs. I have continually found Kwik Kopy Canberra 
offers excellent service, including couriering our programs this year due to a tight deadline The 
team really go beyond the call and deserve a big wrap.

 AndHar  - Admin Assistant

17/08/2018
Excellent Service, year on year, for five years 
:)

I only spoke with Kwik Kopy over email but was very pleased with their clarity and service. I 
would highly recommend them and work with them in the future.

 Cate  

14/08/2018Good service

We have had several orders recently from Kwik Kopy. All have been in excellent condition and 
have all come very promptly. The communication from the staff has always been pleasant and 
fast. We will most certainly be ordering again soon.

 Jamie570  - Office Assistant

14/08/2018Helpful Staff

The staff were great and talked me through all aspects and kept me up to date with the process 
from start to finish. Product came out fantastic.

 Staffy  - Investigator

14/08/2018Friendly quick service and great Product

Staff at Kwik copy Canberra City are amazing and always very helpful.

 HR Block  - Assistant District Manager

14/08/2018Amazing Review
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My business has been using Kwik Kopy for many years. I always find the staff are so efficient 
and easy to talk to. The staff are able to listen to my needs of what is needed and they get back 
a quote and the proofs in a turnover of a week. I will always be happy with the service that I 
receive.

 Jaydeesue  - Operational Support Officer

14/08/2018Fast and Effecient!

I requested Kwik Kopy to print a booklet for one of my clients. They were easy to deal with, didn’t 
require micro-managing and turned around printing of the booklet very quickly.

 Gdpr  - Owner

2/04/2018Kwik Kopy Review

I VISITED KWIK KOPY TO PICK UP MY USUAL ORDER OF SERVICE BOOKS AND TEST REPORT 
BOOKS  THEY WERE COMPLETED VERY QUICKLY WHICH IS ALLWAYS THE CASE ESPECIALLY 
WHEN I LEAVE THINGS TO THE LAST MINUTE

 Matty  - Owner Operator Of A Commercial Plum

28/03/2018
CONSISTANTLY FRIENDLY RELIABLE SERVICE 
.

Kwik Copy Canberra, always great to deal with. fast turn around, happy to work with me on 
design and feedback provided. Woudl certainly recomend to anyone looking for a professional job 
and turnaround.

 MichaelHBA  - Branch Manager

28/03/2018Great to deal with

We needed a very quick turn around on a number of print products and the ladies were incredibly 
accommodating and helpful. Thank you for your amazing service! :-)

 Crus  

14/12/2017Amazing service and products!
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Kwik Kopy are called Kwik for a reason! Service is always fast and efficient. The process for 
receiving draft artwork, making changes and approving artwork is simple and easy. Staff are 
friendly and can come up with solutions to suit your needs.

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  - Personal Assistant

14/12/2017Fast and Efficient

Always a pleasure to deal with Margaret and Narelle for our printing needs

 Liz01  - Administration Support

13/12/2017Great Service

I order everything via email and the service I get is always fabulous.

 Kerry  - Office Manager

4/09/2017Kwik Kopys’ awesome service

We’ve placed a few printing orders with Kwik Kopy Canberra and they’ve been great at turning 
them around quickly with no issues. Our accounts department has been pleased with their 
invoicing and payment terms and it’s been great the way that they ship us our orders without us 
needing to go in and pick them up, it just saves us that extra little hassle.

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  

17/06/2017quick turn around and no hassle on our orders

No matter how big the job or how pain in the rear, they always come 
through. Would not use another company for my printing needs. 

 AJ Watch Reppairs  - National Brand Manager

25/08/2017Excellent Service“ ”
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I needed something urgently printed for an event in Canberra, but I was in Melbourne! The 
process was smooth and nothing was too much trouble.

 Kylie K  - Executive Assistant To The CEO

7/06/2017Excellent Experience

We had a short notice need for a new brochure, and when asked if I knew of a local printer who 
could deliver - there was only one choice.  Was really pleased with the service as well as liaison 
with the Kwik Kopy team!

 Ajmk  - Senior Project Manager

7/06/2017Fast, Friendly & Efficient!

I have used the Canberra City business since I started my business in 1995 and they have always 
been friendly and given great service. Always provided excellent advise.

 TomC  - Owner

7/06/2017Great fast and professional service.

Always a pleasure to dealing with Margaret and Narelle

 Liz01  - Administration Support

21/04/2017Always a pleasure

Purchased some posters, quick and professional service

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  - Receptionist

2/04/2017Fast and Professional
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was great to organise our papers to be printed in Canberra so we didn’t have to lugg

 Adsvalvasori  - Campaign Manager

2/04/2017Great Fly in Fly Out service

We had a very short time from to produce our report and received great advice and service at a 
reasonable price. Our report eas delivered on time and we were very happy with the result

 AdminCRS  - Executive Support Manager

23/03/2017Great advice and Service

Received wonderful services over the phone by a polite and energetic staff member. Our 
delivery of puppy training books arrived promptly. Being a regular client I have always received 
outstanding service.

 Kitkat  - Senior Receptionist

21/03/2017Awesomeness

I use KwikKopy for all my printing needs from OHT transparencies to reports and Business Card 
printing. I can say I’ve never had an issue with any part of the experience from product quality to 
service or timeliness.

 Leaney  - Graphic Designer

21/02/2017What an awesome experience

Kwik Kopy made some great postcards for us. They were great quality and arrived to our office on 
time.

 CropLife  - Marketing

9/12/2016Great product
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Always a pleasure to deal with Kwik Kopy - send my requirements via email, quotes provided 
quickly, fast results, packaged very well.

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  - Business Administration

8/12/2016Fast speedy service

Always had great service providing a quality product on time

 Jeanne  - Executive Officer

8/12/2016Quick and reliable

Kwik Kopy did great printing service for us - it was quick and communication was good.

 James  - Project Manager

8/12/2016Great service!

Good service, not super friendly but ok. The product is excellent.

 Embassy  

8/11/2016Very Good service

Narelle and the team from the Canberra City Kwik Kopy (KK) are so helpful! I have previously 
used KK in my previous role and when asked to organise some printing, going back to KK City was 
an obvious choice!

 Jazz  

8/11/2016Great service and quality products
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Friendly, professional and prompt service on a time-sensitive job.

 DevS  - Stakeholder Engagement

28/10/2016
Great service and production under time pres-
sure!

Kwik Kopy Canberra have been incredibly helpful with a number of large and small scale jobs. 
They are always willing to accommodate last minute changes, and tight deadlines. Really great 
team, who work well together to deliver results, but also provide brilliant customer service!

 HollyK  - Support Officer

18/10/2016Fantastic Service - always helpful

The store owner in Canberra was extremely patient and obliging (it was our first time creating 
marketing material). The products came out fantastic! High quality paper and printing. 
Recommend them anytime

 Carly22  - Owner

3/10/2016Fantastic service and professional products

We ordered our work letterheads and cards from Kwik Kopy Civic and are always extremely 
satisfied with the quality of the products, the helpfulness of the staff and the turnaround time.

 Jess192  - Practice Manager

22/09/2016Excellent service and great quality

So pleased that Kwik Kopy was able to help us work with our design 
to make our promotional products look great on the day. 

 Jacqui_at_ MIEACT  - Communications Manager

19/10/2016Saved Us“ ”
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The product we had produced was of a fantastic quality and i would recommend Kwik Kopy to 
anyone else who would like to have something similar done.

 Karen61  - Executive Assistant

18/08/2016Great service all round!

Great product, fast service. Requests for quotes are always actioned quickly and efficiently.

 Peta  - Administration

4/08/2016Quick and Easy

Kwik Kopy helped me with an urgent printing request - they delivered a quality product in time, 
and I received great service from the Canberra representative.

 AFort  

21/07/2016Pleased with the great service

I ordered 400 booklets through the Canberra Kiwk Kopy in June and the service received from 
Margie was great as usual, she contacted me following my order to clarify some things about 
our booklet which ensured we received exactly what we needed. They also arrived earlier than 
expected considering the issues they had experienced with one of their printers.

 Kimberly  - Project Officer

21/07/2016Great service and quality!

Have used Kwik Kopy on two occasions for the printing of bulk 
certificates. The service is efficient and the staff are supportive.Any 
correspondence is answered in a timely manner and I didn’t even have to 
leave my desk to have any of this arranged. 

 Liz01  - Admin Support Officer

18/08/2016Excellent service“ ”
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Narelle and her team are the masters of the quick turnaround! Thank you!

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  - Office Manager

21/07/2016Excellent service

I have been dealing solely with Kwik Kopy for a while now for my business. The products are well 
priced, high quality and the customer service I have received is exceptional.

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  - Director

21/07/2016Excellent service and quality

Kwik Kopy in the Canberra City always go above and beyond when I give them a call, especially 
when a tight deadline has to be met. Staff are extremely friendly and take the time to help which 
is a welcome change in our fast paced lives.

 Kerry  - Office Manager

26/05/2016Great service as always

I have worked with Narelle and Margie a few times and have always be very happy with the 
service I have received. The ladies are always extremely helpful in designing the products I 
need and very prompt. I would definitely recommend to anyone, whether they have printing or 
designing needs - couldn’t be happier!

 Kwik Kopy Canberra customer  - Act Fundraising Coordinator

25/05/2016High quality products and service!

I have used Kwik Kopy many times and each time I am impressed with their service. Often I call 
with a tight deadline needing prints within 1 day and Narelle is always happy to assist me to 
make sure we might that deadline.

 Maddy  - Marketing & Communications

25/05/2016Great Service
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We had super service for a last minute job requiring quick turnaround.

 Linda  - Office Administrator

20/03/2016Very quick response

We are delighted with the prompt service and friendly staff. There is nothing too difficult for 
them. I highly recommend Kwik Kopy.

 Margie  - Personal Assistant

20/03/2016Fantastice Service

Kwik Kopy are always so easy to deal with. The print jobs are always done on time and delivered 
before you know it!!

 Reen  - Office Manager

29/12/2015Love Kwik Kopy

We have had a few dealings with Narelle and her team and the service si alway helpful and 
prompt

 IES Group  - Office Manager

11/12/2015Great Service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.canberra.kwikkopy.com.au


